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Time To Know (T2K) has created a breakthrough solution for today’s 

teacher-led, digital classrooms. Using T2K’s smart interactive content 

and Digital Teaching Platform, teachers can manage all the critical 

classroom processes of teaching, learning, and assessment. The Digital 

Teaching Platform provides teachers with tools for powerful real-time 

classroom management, robust summative and formative assessment, 

and effective lesson planning.  

Demo / Example: www.timetoknow.com/videos  

Site: www.timetoknow.com 

Dr. Dovi Weiss is the pedagogical founder of Time To Know 

and its Chief Scientist. Dovi holds Ph.D. in mathematics and 

science teaching from Tel Aviv University, and holds an 

M.Ed., specializing in Educational Technology, from Boston 

University.  

Dovi was named one of Israel's 50 most influential people in 

education in 2010. In 2012 he was awarded Honorable 

Mention in the competition for the Prime Minister’s Prize for 

Initiatives and Innovation. 

il.linkedin.com/pub/dovi-weiss/4/870/a1a 

 

WakingApp has created original kids books that includes visual 

recognition technologies that helps little kids interact with any page they 

want on the book, Augmented Reality animation and interactions, 

narration, sound effects and mainly a fun and innovative way to use 

mobile and real books together. 

Demo / Example: youtu.be/0WVDwDzJ8k0 

Site: www.wakingapp.com 

Alon Melchner is a Creative and Technology Entrepreneur 

specializing in digital marketing, technological innovation and 

games since 1996 and is one of the leading founders of 

interactive in Israel.  

Alon established WakingApp 2 years ago with the vision to 

revive the physical world and connect it with digital using the 

company unique technological solutions and tools. 

il.linkedin.com/in/melchner 

 

Slate Science offers a modular portfolio of educational apps that develop 

mathematical skills and intuition through playful interaction. SlateMath K1 

covers the Common Core math standards for kindergarten and first grade 

levels. The apps come in two versions: SlateMath for Kids, and 

SlateMath for Schools. 

Demo / Example: youtu.be/svbfBvt3zQE  

Site: www.slatescience.com 

Prof. Shimon Schocken is the founding dean of the Efi 

Arazi School of Computer Science at IDC Herzliya. He also 

taught at NYU, Harvard, and Stanford. 

He is co-founder of Slate Science, a K12 math education 

company. 

shimonschocken.com 
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EduTube is an innovative web based system that provides the ability to 

embed interactive activities on YouTube video content. The lecturer can 

create different types of questions: Multiple Choice, Free Text and 

Instruction Text. In addition, the system provides feedback for the 

students in real-time. 

* Developed by the department of Instructional Technologies at HIT 

(Holon Institute of Technology). 

Site: http://projects.telem-hit.net/edutube/index.aspx 

Prof. Miky Ronen is the Head of the Department of 

Instructional Technologies Holon Institute of Technology. 

Her professional Interests and Research are in the fields of: 

Instructional Design, Interactive Learning Environments, Ed-

games & Simulations, Computer Supported Collaborative 

Learning, Science Education, Teacher Education & Training. 

www.hit.ac.il/staff/Ronen/mr.htm 

 

JoyTunes solves a problem for 85% of the population who want to learn 

to play a musical instrument but find it too hard, frustrating and time 

consuming. JoyTunes brings new media solutions, gamification dynamics 

and audio technology to the vast market of music education. JoyTunes 

changes the way people learn music, practice playing an instrument and 

work with a music teacher by transforming musical skills into engaging 

experiences – activated by playing a regular instrument.  

Demo/Example: http://bit.ly/H5A6xJ 

Site: www.joytunes.com 

Yuval Kaminka is co-founder and CEO of JoyTunes. As a 

science and computer whiz he was tapped by the IDF for an 

elite computer research program. Following his military 

service, Yuval completed his M.A in Computer Science and 

Computational Neuroscience at the Weizmann Institute of 

Science.  

After graduation, Yuval worked for such companies as 

WatchFire (acq. IBM) and ConicIT, while bringing life to his 

passion for disrupting music education. 

www.linkedin.com/in/yuvalkaminka 
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